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“Even if you stretch your hand to kill me, I shall not stretch my hand to 
slay you, for I fear Allah, the Lord of the worlds” Al-Ma’idah 3-28 

 
In reference what has accrue from killings and attacks in the area of Amireah and by 
the order of Ameer Al Maumneen my God protect him a seize of fire to all the soldiers 
of the Islamic State has been ordered in the area of Amireah and its surrounding they 
were orders to stay in their homes and their locations, he also issue and edicts (Fatwa) to 
all his soldiers not to become part of the strife and turmoil.. He also advice them to bite 
there wounds and suppress their rage and fury despite any provocations because God is 
watching them. He also stressed their no difference between the soldiers of the Islamic 
State and any other Mujahdeen when it comes to bloodshed, and it is nothing but a great 
sin, He also orders the creations of special investigations unite to be convene and there 
members will by Shariea Judges in the area plus any other from other Jihadi unites, to 
facilitate and meditate among all parties involved to investigate the truth and to call to 
accounts any one at fault according to the Shariea of God. 
He also send a letter to his brother the commanders of the Islamic Army reminding them 
of the friendship of Jihad through out the land of two rivers. He also stressed that his 
blood part of the blood of the Islamic Army soldiers, he also repeated  what he has said 
before that they will never hear from him nothing but good and we will never return their 
wrong doing by the same . We are aware of our brother history in Jihad despite there 
accusations and its invalidity. We are treating our brothers according to their sunny 
history and we trying to maintain a friendly relationship understanding that soon we will 
be fighting together under the leadership of one army.  Ameer Al Maumneen also 
reaffirm that we will keep our friendship from our side and we will never let any fight 
affect our road to Jihad to go to our pervious pass.. We will try to remove any animosity 
form any Mujahed toward his brothers. 
He also spoke –my God protect him about other work of other Jihadi platoons such as 
Ansar Al Sunna’h and the 20th revaluations brigade and the strife become a reality with 
there arrivals, he also confirm the his soldiers pledge nothing but dead, but other soldiers 
nothing but subject of the Islamic state, though no blood will be shed to kill other 
Mujahed but only to kill the crusade and their assistance the traitors.  
He also asked –my God protect him anyone have any complain against any person of the 
Islamic State to come forward to the judges of the Islamic court and it will be 
investigated, punishment will be given to guilty one with God’s will. 
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